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EIGHTH MEETING 

Monday， 17 January 1977， at 9.30 a.m. 

Chairman: Dr R. VALLADARES 

PROGRAMME BUDGET POLICY (REPORT OF THE PROGRAMME COMMITTEE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD): 

Item 12 of the Agenda (consideration of two draft resolutions) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN drew the Board's attention to the following revised draft resolutions: 

The Executive Board, 

Having reviewed the proposals of the Director-General and the recommendations of the 
Programme Committee for the reduction of documentation and publications produced for or 
resulting from the Health Assembly and Executive Board, with particular reference to the 
preparation of summary records of meetings of the Executive Board； and 

Having examined the amendments proposed by the Director-General to the Rules of 

Procedure of the Executive Board ； 

ADOPTS the following amendments to its Rules of Procedure: 

Rule 20 Delete and replace by the following: 

"The Secretariat shall prepare summary records of the meetings in the 
language of drafting. These summary records with translation into working 
languages of individual interventions, if requested, shall be sent as soon as 
possible to the members who shall inform the Secretariat in writing of any 
corrections they wish to have made, within such period of time as shall be 
indicated by the Director-General， having regard to the circumstances. A 
master copy of these summary records shall be maintained by the Secretariat 
and copies thereof shall be transmitted to each member as well as to each State 
Member and Associate Member of the Organization. Translations thereof into 
working languages shall be made available on request, as soon as possible.

1 1 

Rule 21 Delete "as well as the summary records of the Board and of its 

subdivisions". 

The Executive Board, 

Having reviewed the proposals of the Director-General and the recommendations of the 
Programme Committee for the reduction of documentation and publications produced for or 
resulting from the Health Assembly and Executive Board, with particular reference to the 
preparation of verbatim and summary records of meetings of the Health Assembly； and 

Having examined the amendments proposed by the Director-General to the Rules of 

Procedure of the World Health Assembly； 

RECOMMENDS to the Thirtieth World Health Assembly that it adopt the following 

resolution: 

"The Thirtieth World Health Assembly 

ADOPTS the following amendments to its Rules of Procedure: 

Rule 87 Delete (and renumber the subsequent Rules accordingly). 

Rule 90 After the words 'The summary records referred to in Rule 89' insert 

'with translation into working languages of individual interventions, if 

requested，
1

. 

Rule 91 Delete 'verbatim and summary records
1

 and
 !

The records of private 

meetings shall be transmitted to the participants only'. 
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Rule 92 Delete and replace by the following: 

'Verbatim records of public plenary meetings shall be available on 

request. A master copy of summary records of main committees in the 

language of drafting shall be maintained by the Secretariat and copies 

thereof shall be transmitted to each delegation as well as to each Member 

and Associate Member. Translations thereof into working languages, shall 

be made available on request as soon as possible. Records or extracts of 

records of private meetings shall be made available to the participants 

only.
1 

Add new rule to follow Rule 92 
!

The reports of all committees and sub-committees shall be published 

in the Official Records of the Organization."' 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that, since the Board's last meeting, the Secretariat had 
continued its discussions and had produced a working document on the subject of documentation 
for the Board and the Health Assembly. None of the proposals that had been made had been put 
forward in a frivolous manner. When the Organization was asked to mobilize US$ 60 million 
over three or four years it was necessary to look into the areas where economies could be made 
without upsetting the political decision-making processes in the Organization. His suggestion 
to abandon the summary records had been based on the amount of use that appeared to have been 
made of them. Careful checks had established that no letter referring to the summary records 
had been received from a Member State during the past five years. In the Organization they 
were read by himself, by Mr Furth and by a group in the Headquarters Programme Committee 
Secretariat. Since it had been established that the summary records had not influenced any 
of the follow-up action to Board or Health Assembly sessions, it had been suggested that they 
might not be of the greatest priority for the Organization in a difficult financial period. 
In view of the Programme Committee's rejection of that idea, however, he himself would riot 
return to it. Information undoubtedly had archival and historical use as well as immediate 
use for getting on with the job; it had to be on time with the exigencies of the Board and 
the Health Assembly and the role allotted to the Secretariat to execute decisions. To make 
an organization productive, it was necessary to take a calm technical view of what could be 
done, after which it had to be decided whether political considerations would prevail over the 
technical considerations. It was the Secretariat

1

 s responsibility only to make a technical 
review for the Board

1

 s consideration； the latter had to take the political decisions. 

The issue was too complex to be discussed by the Board as a whole at the present j uneture. 
He suggested that a working group might be established to consider the situation and report 
back to the Board for a final decision. The Secretariat had produced various alternative 
proposals which it was hoped would satisfy all concerned. The members of the working group 
would constantly have to keep in mind the demands for parity among the official and working 
languages, since that was an area in which tremendous costs would be involved for the future 
of the Organization and there would probably be an increase in official and working languages 
in the future. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that no one could deny the seriousness of the Director-General's 

proposals, which had been aimed at improving documentation and the work of the Health Assembly 

and the Board. The value of summary records could not, however, be judged on the number of 

letters received on the subject. Such records were of great historical as well as archival 

interest and everything possible should be done to preserve and improve them. The Board had 

adopted resolution EB59.R8 at its previous meeting after lengthy discussion. Numerous other 

resolutions on the methods of work of the Health Assembly and the Board had been adopted since 

1969 but the situation remained unchanged. The Director-General had rightly observed that it 

was necessary to review the matter calmly and from a technical viewpoint. He suggested that 

the work of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive Board should be continued and that it should 

establish a working group to review the subject in detail, so that reports could be submitted 

to subsequent sessions of the Board. 

Dr SHAMI supported the suggestion that the Ad Hoc Committee should continue to review the 

matter. 
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Professor AUJALEU asked whether Board members who were not members of the Ad Hoc 

Committee would be able to take part. 

The CHAIRMAN said that all interested Board members should be able to participate. 

Professor JAKOVLJEVIC pointed out that the task would be a new one for the Ad Hoc 

Committee. The question was more political than technical. It was essential to keep the 

priorities of future programmes in mind and to ensure a proper balance between technical 

cooperation and other aspects. He was not opposed to an increase in the number of working 

languages but it should be made at the proper time and without detriment to the most important 

task of ensuring that there would be increased resources for technical cooperation. 

Dr CUMMING said that he would have no objection to a revived Ad Hoc Committee to look 

into methods of work provided that it also examined the important question of official 

languages. He was aware of the advantage enjoyed by English-speaking members of the Board 

and the Health Assembly and of the fact that many delegates to the Health Assembly came from 

countries in which none of the official languages was the native tongue, and they were there-

fore always at some disadvantage. He shared Professor Jakovljevic
1

 s concern as to how far the 

Organization should go in attempting to translate and interpret everything into an increasing 

number of languages and would prefer to see more health information available to the working 

health personnel of countries in a wider variety of languages, rather than more documents 

going into more official languages in Health Assemblies and Executive Boards. He would 

support the establishment of an ad hoc working group on the conditions he had mentioned. 

Professor REID was inclined to support the idea of reconvening the Ad Hoc Committee, 

which would have already rehearsed many of the relevant arguments. His only doubt was on the 

question of timing. The proposals in the two draft resolutions before the Board had budgetary 

implications and had formed part of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee. Might iü not be 

possible to accept Dr Venediktov
1

 s suggestion, but attempt to have the matter dealt with 

during the Board
1

 s present session rather than leaving it over for another year? That was 

only a suggestion, not a formal proposal. 

Dr TARIMO supported the idea of establishing a working group within the Ad Hoc Committee, 

with provision for participation by other Board members. Associating himself with 

Professor Jakovljevic
 1

 s comments , he said that there was a consideration directly related to previous 

Health Assembly decisions on the use of resources within the Organization: any extra spending 

on documentation automatically reduced the amount available for other programmes. The Ad Hoc 

Committee would no doubt take that point into account. He agreed with Professor Jakovljevi¿
 1

 s 

suggestion that the Ad Hoc Committee should endeavour to look into the whole question of 

working languages in the Board and the Health Assembly, which was possibly a political matter. 

Many members or delegates would wish to speak in their own languages, some of which were 

spoken by more people than were the Organization's working languages. In the absence of the 

necessary resources, however, it was necessary to get the priorities right. There seemed to 

be a tendency to give the whole question of documentation more emphasis than it deserved. 

Dr Chuke had rightly observed that many people read no further than the introduction to the 

Director-General
f

s annual report. If the choice had to be made between having only the 

introduction or improving the entire report so that many more people could read it there could 

be no point of argument• Professor Aujaleu had rightly pointed out in the Programme Committee 

that the question was not merely that documents should be good but that they should be read and 

should be useful. He agreed with Professor Reid that the Ad Hoc Committee should be 

reconvened during the present session of the Board to enable as many members as possible to 

attend. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that the Ad Hoc Committee was an excellent instrument and should be 

able to continue its work. It was important for all interested Board members to have the 

right to attend any committees they wished. He agreed with the idea that the Ad Hoc Committee 

should meet during the Board's current session to deal with as many problems as possible ； 

however, many questions arising from the present discussion called for further study, including 

the question of working languages. He would not himself be opposed to having all documents in 

English, but a principle must be established, and in his view the United Nations practice 
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should be followed. The whole subject was being carefully studied by the United Nations, and 
the Ad Hoc Committee should take that into account. 

He had not fully understood Professor Jakovljevic
1

 s comments on the technical and 
political nature of the subject. All were agreed that decisions of the Programme Committee 
and Executive Board must be implemented； the question was how that should be done. The main 
task of the Ad Hoc Committee was technical ； it had to find ways of improving methods of work 
and documentation, which should be more readable and informative and more closely reflect 
realities. 

He could not agree with Dr Tarimo that the Director-General
f

s Report was not read ； it 
would indeed be regrettable if that were true. 

Dr de VILLIERS supported the idea that the Ad Hoc Committee should report to the Board 
at an early opportunity, at least on certain aspects of the problem, possibly before it was 
considered in the discussion on the programme and budget. 

Professor AUJALEU considered that the Ad Hoc Committee or a working group should confine 
itself at the Board's present session to considering the draft resolutions now before the 
Board. The question of working languages was too extensive a problem to be studied at the 
present session. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that it was clearly important for the study of the budgetary 
implications of whatever decision was taken on documentation for the Board and the Health 
Assembly to be undertaken at the Board's present session, since it would have to be reflected 
in the 1978/79 programme budget proposals. As Dr de Villiers had observed, the question 
should be handled before the Board discussed the part of the programme budget dealing with 
documentation. The second point would be to place the question of official and working 
languages on the Ad Hoc Committee's agenda. Although interrelated， the two were really 
separate. The Secretariat could produce a document on the working and official languages, 
making comparisons with other organizations of the United Nations system. That would have 
to be taken up by the Ad Hoc Committee at a later stage. 

The CHAIRMAN said that there appeared to be agreement that the two draft resolutions 

before the Board should be passed to the Ad Hoc Committee, which would meet during the present 

session of the Board, and in which any interested Board members could participate. The 

Secretariat would prepare the necessary documentation on the budgetary implications of the 

draft resolutions. 

2. REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME BUDGET FOR 1978 AND 1979 (FINANCIAL YEAR 

Item 13 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA26.38, WHA28.76, WHA29.25, WHA29.48 

Official Records No. 236; Documents EB59/^p/l-5, 7, 8， and 10) 

1978): 
and EB58.R11; 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Board's current review of the proposed programme 
budget had to be seen as one of the most important programme budget reviews to date, since 
it was being undertaken in the light of the call for a new economic and social order, as 
reflected in the Health Assembly

1

 s recent and historic directives on programme budget policy. 

Turning to the important question of the effective working budget level for 1978， which 

he had proposed should amount to US$ 165 000 000， or 12.10% over the level approved for 1977, 

he said that some might be surprised that the increase should be nearly double that of the 

modest increase of 5.96% for the previous year, which had been the lowest budget increase for 

nearly twenty years. As was explained in the Introduction to Official Records No. 236, more 

than two-thirds of the budget increase for 1978 related to cost increases required to maintain 

the current level of activities. It could often be misleading simply to compare two 

succeeding budget totals. If the unforeseen cost of the increase in general service salaries 

and allowances at Geneva resulting from the 1975 survey had been added to the 1977 budget as 

originally intended, the level of the 1977 budget would have been nearly $ 2 million higher. 

The increase in the proposed 1978 budget over the 1977 budget would then have been reduced 
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from 12.10% to 10.65%, while the increase in the 1977 budget over that for 1976 would have 

risen from 5.96% to 7.35%. That example showed that to look at the average budgetary increase 

over two or three years gave a more realistic picture of the budget trend than to see one 

budget increase in isolation. The average proposed increase for the three years 1977 to 1979 

was 8。18%; that was the figure that should be kept in mind. 

The first basic reason why the proposed 1978 budget increase appeared so high was that in 
that year there was a non-recurring provision of US$ 2 206 000 for the international conference 
on primary health care, which alone represented an increase of 1.50% over 1977； without the 
need to finance that conference through the regular budget in 1978, the increase for that year 
would have been only 10,60%, 

The second reason was that he was not, as originally intended, proposing a supplementary 

budget of US$ 1 930 000 for 1977 to cover the increase in general service salaries and 

allowances at Geneva resulting from the 1975 survey. By underbudgeting for that cost in 

1977 the increase in the proposed 1978 budget over that for 1977 was automatically raised. 

The third reason was thât he was not proposing sl supplementary budget to adjust the 

budgetary exchange rate for the Swiss franc in 1977 from the present 2.65 Swiss francs per 

US dollar to a more realistic level of 2.50 or even 2.45 Swiss francs per US dollar. That 

meant that in 1977 about 20 centimes on every dollar spent in Switzerland would have to be 

absorbed, thus saving around US$ 2 000 000. If the exchange rate had been adjusted, the 

proposed level of the 1978 budget, while staying the same in terms of dollars, would represent 

a smaller increase over 1977。 In fact, there would be a further reduction in the increase 

expressed in percentage terms of 1.44%. 

To sum up, without the unusual provision of more than US$ 2 000 000 for the primary 

health care conference in 1978, if it had been possible to budget for the increase in general 

service salaries and allowances in Geneva in 1977, and if the 1977 budgetary exchange rate 

were to be adjusted to reflect more accurately the market rate of exchange, the total increase 

for 1978 over 1977 would be only 7.73%, 

It should also be recalled that for the years 1977, 1978 and 1979, he proposed that ways 
be found to absorb annually approximately US$ 1 000 000, representing the cost of giving 
effect to the recommendations of the International Civil Service Commission, in order to 
avoid imposing any additional financial burden on Member States for that purpose. 

Although he was not submitting a supplementary budget for 1977 for any of the purposes 

referred to, he pointed out that if the financial situation changed for the worse in the 

coming months, particularly with regard to the rate of exchange between the US dollar and 

Swiss franc, it might be necessary to reconsider the matter at the next Health Assembly» If 

a United Nations Family Cup were awarded for budgetary efficiency in 1977 to 1978, he was 

confident that WHO would have a good chance of winning it. 

He hoped that his remarks would assist the Board in reaching its conclusion, a conclusion 

which he hoped would be to recommend that the Health Assembly approve an effective working 

budget for 1978 in the amount of US$ 165 000 000. 

Dr KILGOUR (alternate to Professor Reid) said he too was in no doubt that WHO would take 
the prize in any contest between members of the UN family for its domestic budgeting and 
economy. However, it was likely that the present difficult international situation of 
monetary instability and inflation was likely to continue, and the economies of all 
international organizations, however well run, were bound to be affected by it. 

With regard to the increases in real terms in the budget, he would like to have more 

explanation of how the assumptions underlying those increases had been arrived at; only then 

would it be possible to decide whether or not the increases were acceptable. For example, 

the increase in real terms over the coming two years was estimated at 3.15% of which an 

element of 1.5% was the cost of the international conference on primary health care to take 

place in the Soviet Union in 1978. He assumed that both the USSR and UNICEF would be making 

a contribution to the costs of that conference, and therefore the figure might in fact prove 

to be considerably less. 

He understood the Director-General
1

s point of view in not adjusting the exchange rate for 

the Swiss franc to a more realistic level, but he warned that a time would come when reality 
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would have to be faced. Not to adjust the rate might prove to be the kind of policy which 

would have the effect of keeping down the exchange rate of the US dollar against the franc. 

It was foolish to expect that there would inevitably be a drift upwards to a rate of 2.65 

Swiss francs to the US dollar; all the indications were that the rate would stay where it 

was, with only small upward or downward fluctuations。 

With regard to the use of casual income, large sums were becoming available to the 

Organization every year, partly due to changes in the policy of payments by Member States, 

which the Board was becoming accustomed to see used as a kind of rescue operation to offset 

either the results of its own decisions or of adverse international circumstances. There was 

a tendency to regard this as generosity on the part of the Director-General, but in fact the 

money formed a regular part of the resources of the Organization, and he suggested part of it 

might be devoted to reducing the regular budget or towards the cost of certain programmes, 

s till leaving sufficient cushion to meet emergencies as they arose. He did not wish to imply 

that casual income had been in any way misused, but he thought the subject was one that should 

be open to discussion. 

With regard to the increases in development programmes, the development programme of the 
Director-General had increased at a modest rate but those of the Regional Directors were 
increasing by very substantial amounts. In view of the way in which, in the past, funds had 
been allocated to the Regional Directors (partly due to lack of time) on a somewhat 
indiscriminate basis, he suggested that the Board might discuss what should be the criteria 
for the programmes. 

He agreed with the Director-General that it would be wrong to consider the increases in 

individual years in isolation, because each increase was dependent on the amount of savings 

effected in the previous year. Since the Organization was now moving towards biennial 

budgeting and projection, he believed the Board should be looking ahead to consider in broad 

terms what the budget was likely to be in 1980-1981. In this way there could be a controlled 

and steady increase in line with the expansion of the Organization, rather than an arbitrary 

and erratic one. 

Dr KLIVAROVA (alternate to Professor Prokopec) said she was concerned to note the 
Director-General

1

 s statement that the forthcoming international conference on primary health 
care accounted for a considerable percentage of the budgetary increase for 1978。 He had 
himself repeatedly stressed the importance of developing primary health care services in the 
developing countries； the Board and Health Assembly had recognized the need for a conference 
on the subject, and it had been agreed that the conference would be held in the USSR. She 
did not see why that conference should now be singled out as a major cause of the budgetary 
increase, since there were undoubtedly many other factors which should be taken into account. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV asked how the figure of some 9% for the rate of growth, mentioned by the 

Director-General, had been arrived at; in the past it had usually been about 4 or 5%. 

Perhaps some details could be given of how the currency fluctuations over the past few 

years had affected the Organization - whether favourably or unfavourably. 

In paragraphs 38 and 39 of his introduction to the programme budget
3
 the Director-General 

referred to a table (Official Records N o . 231, page 204) indicating activities that formed 
part of technical cooperation; it would be useful if members of the Board and delegates to 
the Assembly had such a table before them。 

On the subject of the international conference on primary health care, he too failed to 
see why that item should be singled out as a major cause of the increase in the budget。 He 
asked whether the Director-General had looked into the possibility of drawing on other sources 
of funds to meet the costs of the conference - notably extrabudgetary resources from the World 
Bank or countries which had shown particular interest in primary health care programmes. He 
assured the Board that in any event the government of a country he knew well would be making 
a contribution to the conference. 

Professor AUJALEU said that although many of the Director-General
1

 s calculations in 

regard to the budget had necessarily been based on hypotheses, he himself was prepared to 

accept those hypotheses. He supported the Director-General’s view that any increases should 
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not be considered in regard to a single year but rather over several years. He did not think 

that the conference 011 primary health care should be regarded as a scapegoat as far as increases 

were concerned; it was in the budget as the result of a decision taken by the Health Assembly 

and there was 110 reason to single it out for special comment. He agreed with the suggestion 

that any surplus in casual income might well be used to offset the need for any increase in 

contributions by Member States； the surplus would be useful in allowing a certain margin for 

discussion。 

He agreed with the Director-General that WHO deserved a prize for its efficiency, but 

felt that it was for its activities, rather than its budgeting, that such a prize would be 

merited. 

Dr DIAMINI did not think that there would be any problem with regard to the conference on 
primary health care. In regard to the suggestion that casual income should be used to offset 
increases in costs of general services and support programmes, he recalled that a resolution 
adopted at the previous year ‘s Health Assembly (WHA29.25) had recommended that those costs 
should be offset by savings made by cutting down staff levels. He asked whether the Board 
could be given an explanation on that point, 

Dr CUMMING said that to approach budgeting on at least a biennial, if not a triennial, 

basis seemed to him quite logical. He supported the comments made by Dr Kilgour, notably on 

the difficulty of determining how much of the budgetary increase was due to rises in costs 

and how much was an actual increase in real terms. He was concerned to see that cost 

increases of 1978 over 1977 were estimated at 8.99%, whereas for 1979 over 1978 they dropped 

to 4.96%. 

Dr de VILLIERS said that although he appreciated the explanations given by the Director-
General he was still concerned at the high level of increase in the current budget. He 
noted that the figures for general service salaries and allowances for Geneva-based staff, 
resulting from a 1975 survey, had not been included in the report. There was a 7% cost 
increase at a time when the inflation rate in Switzerland was less than 1% per annum, and he 
felt that there was room for more economies to be made in this area. He would appreciate an 
explanation from the Secretariat. 

Regarding the allocation of funds to the development programmes of Regional Directors, 
while he appreciated that the coming biennium was to be regarded as an emergency phase, 
nevertheless it was contrary to sound management principles to plan on the basis of need 
rather than on the basis of allocation of resources. He supported Dr Kilgour

1

 s suggestion 
that the Board should consider the criteria for the development of those programmes. 

He felt that the comments of the Director-General on WHO as a candidate for a prize for 

budgeting were somewhat unfair, because many different factors needed to be taken into account 

in assessing budgets. He agreed with Professor Aujaleu that the prize should rather be 

awarded for WHO
1

 s activities, which had been most impressive. 

Dr BUTERA also supported those speakers who had praised WHO
1

 s successful management of 
its activities on a very limited budget. He was concerned, however, at the considerable 
increase in the budget for 1978 over that of 1977. Following the decision to adopt 
a reorientation of policy which would involve the elimination of a number of activities and 
posts as well as of a number of projects which had proved unproductive, it was to be hoped 
that there would be savings and a progressive improvement in management. 

Regarding the primary health care conference, he was somewhat surprised that the budgetary 

costs of that conference were estimated so highly since he had understood that the USSR would 

be making a substantial contribution to those costs. 

Dr TARIMO supported the comments made by Dr Kilgour in regard to the budget of WHO in 
relation to that of other international organizations. 

The conference on primary health care, was of great importance and would be worth the 

1.5% increase estimated for it in the budget. He was glad that it would be held in a country 

which had been a pioneer in the planning and delivery of primary health care. 
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Dr HASAN said there seemed to be general agreement that the activities proposed by the 

Director-General for the years 1978-1979 were in line with the needs of the time, notably 

those of developing countries. Although he appreciated the reasons given for the increase in 

the budget, that increase was nevertheless a matter of concern to every Member State，and when 

the Board came to consider the budget in detail it should investigate possible ways of 

utilizing other resources• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he was disturbed that because he had tried to explain how the 

increases between the 1977 and 1978 budget had come about, the Board seemed to feel it was 

incumbent on him also to give explanations regarding the related programme activities. He 

had mentioned the international conference on public health care simply because it was 

a single, non-recurring expenditure and should be taken into account as such in the overall 

budgetary increase; the fact that he had mentioned it did not imply that he or the Secretariat 

held any particular attitude towards the holding of the conference. He had not intended that 

the Board should discuss the relative priorities of different programmes, but had rather 

intended to give the Board a clear picture of the overall trend in budgetary expenditure。 

He maintained his view that WHO had managed to absorb more economic shocks than any other 

organization of the United Nations family and had nevertheless not had to resort to the 

introduction of a supplementary budget. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director-General) said that he wished to respond in general terms to 

questions which had been asked about cost increases, exchange rates and casual income. 

Dr Kilgour and Dr de Villiers had asked for information about the definition of programme 

and cost increases. At the request of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 

Questions (ACABQ), the matter had been considered in August 1976 by a Working Party on Common 

Methodology for Estimating Costs of Inflation, on which many of the organizations in the 

United Nations system had been represented. The Working Party had arrived at the following 

definitions which had subsequently been approved by the Organizations : 

"A programme (or real) increase or decrease was any change in resources resulting from 

an increase or decrease in the volume of activities carried out under a programme." 

For example, the conference on primary health care or the addition of another working 

language for policy organs would both be considered as programme increases. 

"A cost increase or decrease was any increase or decrease in the cost of a resource 

input in the budget period compared with that in the previous budget period arising 

from changes in costs, prices and exchange rates." 

For example, increases in printing costs or in salary scales would be regarded as cost 

increases. 

These definitions had been applied by the organizations in formulating their budgets for 

the forthcoming biennium. 

In addition, there had been consultations among the United Nations organizations in Geneva 

in order to determine the general rate of inflation in Geneva for the purpose of preparing 

their 1978/79 programme budget proposals. It had been agreed that an annual inflation rate of 

between 4% and 5% could be assumed - a figure which had also been mentioned in a recent economic 

forecast by one of the largest Swiss banks. While this was higher than the current rate of 

inflation in Switzerland, it was anticipated that the introduction in January 1978 of a value-

added tax in Switzerland would alone lead to a rise in the retail price index by some 2.5%. 

Fuel prices were also expected to rise rather steeply in the near future. 

On the basis of these assumptions as to the general rate of inflation in Switzerland the 

United Nations organizations in Geneva had agreed that an increase in post adjustment of 

approximately one class a year should be foreseen in Geneva and provisions had been made 

accordingly in the Organization's budgetary proposals for 1978 and 1979. A projection of 

interim adjustments to general service staff salaries had been established on the assumption of 

the general inflation rate, plus provision for a real growth in salaries of about 2.5% per 

annum. This would lead to an approximate increase in general services staff salaries in 

Geneva of 5% per annum. 
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Several members of the Board had quite rightly asked why cost increases for the programme 

as a whole in 1978 were estimated at nearly 97o. There were a number of reasons. A large 

part of the increase was due to the fact that the increases in general service staff salaries 

in Geneva which had resulted from the 1975 survey had not been taken into account in the 1977 

budget figures. It would be seen, by comparing corresponding budget figures for salaries 

under individual programmes for 1976 and 1977， that in many cases the latter figure was smaller 

than the former. The reason for this anomaly was that the 1977 figures did not reflect the 

true costs of general service staff in Geneva which were however shown in the 1976 figures, 

since a supplementary budget to cover the increase in general service salaries had been adopted 

for 1976. For example, the standard cost for a G2 - G4 staff member used in 1976 was 

US$ 19 400; for 1977 the unrealistic figure of US$ 18 100 had been used, whereas in fact the 

real cost was nearly US$ 3000 more. The corresponding figure used in the preparation of the 

1978 budget proposals was US$ 23 600 which reflected the effects of inflation and salary 

increases which had not been taken into account in the 1977 budget. 

The second reason for a cost increase of 9% was the fact that in previous years the 

Organization had consistently and almost consciously underbudgeted for inflation. The 

Organization had followed that course because virtually all the additional financial resources 

which had become available since 1971 had to be mobilized to cover losses resulting from the 

steady decline in the exchange value of the US dollar over the previous six years - from 

4.32 Swiss francs to about 2.48 Swiss francs today. By 1977， however, underbudgeting for 

inflation had finally produced an impossible situation, and it had therefore been decided to 

return to more realistic budgeting in 1978. 

A third reason for the 9% cost increase was that, owing to lack of experience, there had 

been a genuine underestimation of the standard cost figures for salaries which had been applied 

for the first time in the 1976-1977 programme budget. The corresponding figures had been 

adjusted to a more realistic level in the 1978 budget. For non-staff costs too, increases 

budgeted for 1978 were frequently higher than those for 1979: for example, in the 1978 budget 

there was a projected increase at headquarters for consultants and travel of US$ 191 000 as 

against only US$ 25 000 in 1979; in contractual services at headquarters there was a projected 

increase of US$ 116 000 in 1978 whereas a decrease of US$ 9000 was projected for 1979; similarly, 

the projected increase for epidemiological reports and telegrams was US$ 24 000 in 1978 and 

only US$ 5000 in 1979. 

A fourth reason for the overall cost increase of 8.99% was that some of the increases in 

the regions were proportionatelymuch higher than those at headquarters : for example, there 

was a projected increase of 5% per annum for general service salaries at headquarters as 

against increases of 15%， 15% and 10% in general service salaries in South-East Asia, the 

Eastern Mediterranean and the Western Pacific Regions respectively. Similarly, the cost 

increase for common services was estimated at 16.5% in the African Region in 1978 as against 

2% at headquarters. 

Dr Kilgour had mentioned that an exchange rate of 2.65 Swiss francs to the US dollar 

appeared unrealistic for 1977. The Secretariat endorsed that view; there was indeed the 

calculated risk that the Organization would have to absorb about US$ 2 000 000 over the year 

on that account. If members of the Board felt that this risk was too great, they could 

recommend to the Health Assembly the use of casual income for a supplementary budget for 1977 

which would adjust the exchange rate for the year 1977 to a more realistic level of 2.51 Swiss 

francs to the US dollar. That course would have the advantage of reducing the budget increase 

for 1978 over 1977. He recalled, however, that the Director-General had been criticized at 

the 1975 Health Assembly when he had proposed to use for the 1976 budget a rate of 2.51 Swiss 

francs - the rate which was actually prevailing when the Assembly met. In fact, the actual 

rate had improved by the end of 1975 to about 2.65 Swiss francs and the Director-General had 

felt in presenting in January 1976 the revised 1977 programme budget proposals that he should 

use the higher rate in his calculations for 1977. This had made it possible to increase 

technical cooperation activities for developing countries by some US$ 2 million in 1977 while 

maintaining the lowest budget increase in percentage terms in 20 years. It seemed that the 

Director-General was now being criticized for not lowering the budgetary rate again to 2.51 

Swiss francs per US dollar. 

Turning to the question of casual income, he said that as the figures given in the report 

on casual income showed, the balance of the available casual income at the year-end had 
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declined from nearly US$ 9 ООО 000 in 1974 to US$ 5 200 000 in 1976. The reason was the 

decrease in earnings owing to the steady decline in interest rates from about Il7
0
 in 1974 to 

6% in 1976. It was not anticipated that there would be a substantial increase in interest 

rates in 1977. At the same time, however, the Director-General had increased his proposals 

to use casual income to finance the regular budget from US$ 1 200 000 in 1974 to US$ 2 200 000 

in 1977 and US$ 2 400 000 in 1978 (for the 1979 budget). The Director-General's policy was 

not to propose the use of more casual income to finance the regular budget for a given year 

than he might reasonably expect to become available for the same purpose in the following 

year, since otherwise there would be the risk that the assessments on Member States would have 

to be increased very sharply in the second year. On the present occasion, it had been un-

certain until the last moment whether a supplementary budget, which could be financed only 

from casual income, would be required to cover the exchange rate fluctuations or increases in 

the salaries of professional or general service staff. It was possible that in 1978 the 

Director-General would be in a position to propose using more casual income to finance the 

regular budget for 1979. It was in any case advisable to keep a reasonable balance in hand 

to cover unforeseen circumstances. 

With regard to the projections for 1980 and 1981, to be found on pages 28 and 29 of 

Official Records No. 236， the Director-General would be pleased to discuss them and have the 

benefit of guidance from members of the Board. They showed an overall increase of 7.57% in 

1980 and 7.41% in 1981. In 1980, the projected increase for the regions was 10.5% as compared 

with 14.6% in 1978 arid 10.4% in 1979. The total increase of headquarters, global and inter-

regional activities taking into account further planned reductions in this sector, was projected 

at 3.15%, as compared with 5.38% in 1978 and 4.41% in 1979 (excluding the non-recurring effect 

of the Primary Health Care Conference). The projected figures for 1981 were of approximately 

the same order with an increase of 10.49% for the regions and 2.44% for headquarters， global 

and interregional activities. 

Dr Dlamini had enquired about the savings which had resulted from the implementation of 

resolution WHA29.25. This matter had been fully reported in paragraph 45 of the Introduction 

to the proposed programme budget for 1978 and 1979 (Official Records No. 236) and in the report 

of the Director-General on the programme of operational economies in the implementation of 

that resolution. In order to give effect to the Health Assembly
f

s request in resolution 

WHA29.25, it had been decided to suspend the filling of most vacant posts at headquarters and 

of posts for interregional activities located at headquarters that had been proposed for 

abolition prior to 1 January 1979 pursuant to resolution WHA29.48. These measures would 

produce savings of approximately US$ 1 900 000 in 1977， which was the reason why it had not 

been necessary to propose a supplementary budget for 1977 to cover the cost increases resulting 

from adjustment in general service salaries and allowances in Geneva. In 1978 and subsequent 

years savings would increase to between US$ 6 000 000 arid US$ 9 000 000 per year and would be 

utilized for increased technical cooperation activities. 

Dr Kilgour had asked about the criteria for the use of the funds in the Regional Directors
 ? 

Development Programmes. Some guidance was already given in paragraphs 14 to 17 of the 

Introduction to the 1978/79 programme budget (Official Records No. 236). As had been mentioned 

during the discussion of the report of the Programme Committee, the Director-General intended to 

consult the Regional Directors, after the current session of the Board, about the more detailed 

proposals for the use of these funds which the Regional Directors should present to their 

respective regional committees for examination in 1977. The regional committees would thus 

have an opportunity to consider these proposals before they were implemented. The proposals 

would then be reviewed by the Board in 1978 as part of the 1978-1979 budget revision document. 

Dr Venediktov had inquired w h y the budget proposals did not include a table similar to 

that contained in Official Records No. 231 identifying technical cooperation activities. The 

matter had been discussed by the Programme Committee; it involved the interpretation of the 

expression "the level of at least 60% in real terms" which was used in resolution WHA29.48 to 

define the target for allocations of the regular budget towards technical cooperation. The 

Director-General had considered that neither cost increases nor exchange fluctuations should be 

taken into account in measuring the target. The Programme Committee had endorsed his proposal 

that progress should be measured within the level of the 1977 budget and on the basis of 1977 

costs. A new table might have to include cost increases for both technical cooperation and 

non-technical cooperation activities and the percentage results would thus depend to a large 
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extent on inflation rates and monetary fluctuations. It had been the Health Assembly's 

intention to assure a real reorientation of programmes rather than an adjustment of figures. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that he much appreciated the frankness with w h i c h the Director-General 

and his assistants had answered members
 1

 questions. Such an attitude compelled the latter to 

assume its share of responsibility for the work of the Organization. In his detailed replies, 

Mr Furth had said that inflation and currency instability had made the Organization's situation 

impossible: that was precisely the reason w h y certain delegations felt compelled to suggest 

that means should be found of using other currencies, not so subject to fluctuation-

Mr Furth had referred to definitions of programme, cost and inflation increases (the last-

named accounting for a considerable proportion of cost increases). He would like to see those 

definitions in writing and have details as to who had participated in formulating them, when 

the discussions had been held, and the form of the decisions taken. 

He understood from Mr Furth's remarks that the actual increases in expenditure for 1979 

would probably be greater than those indicated in the budget document; members of the Board 

should bear that in mind when approving the budget for 1978. 

It was clear that the Organization had to follow decisions of the United Nations General 

Assembly even if it involved raising salaries retroactively, giving rise to an increase in 

the current budget and perhaps supplementary estimates. 

He had been surprised by Mr Furth
1

 s reply to his question concerning the table indicating 

technical cooperation activities； he had thought its absence was a technical oversight. 

The Health Assembly had requested that WHO
 1

 s work be reorientated with the aim of allocating 

60% of the regular budget, in real terms, towards technical cooperation with developing 

countries. Delegates to the Thirtieth World Health Assembly should have before them a table 

indicating the various items of the budget that were considered to be technical cooperation; 

they would then be in a position to decide which items actually constituted technical coopera-

tion, and to ascertain to what extent there was a real change in programme orientation, and not 

merely changes in figures and percentages. Perhaps such a table could be worked out and con-

sidered by the Board at its present session. 

Dr KILGOUR (alternate to Professor Reid) said that the fact that the figures for general 

service staff salaries in the 1977 budget were unrealistic made a significant difference to 

the increase in real terms of the 1978 budget as compared with the 1977 budget. The 8.99% 

increase in costs was really an overstatement and the 3.11% increase in real terms was probably 

an understatement. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director-General) said that the verbal definitions contained in the 

report of the Working Party on Common Methodology for Estimating Costs of Inflation could be 

provided in writing. There was however no report of a formal meeting between organizations 

on the subject of the projected rate of inflation in Switzerland for 1978/79. The responsible 

officials of the various United Nations organizations in Geneva had simply agreed that it 

would be realistic to assume an inflation rate of between 4 to 5% per annum in Switzerland. 

The practical consequences of applying that assumption in the preparation of budgets for 

1978-1979 were of course quite different for each organization and depended on a number of 

factors such as, for example, the proportion of its total staff which was located in Geneva. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that as he understood it there had been no official decision that the 

cost increase in 1978 as compared with 1977 should be estimated at 9%. Was he to understand 

that each director had decided on that particular figure individually? 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director-General) said that the directors of finance and budget of 

the various Organizations had agreed that in estimating cost increases for specific objects of 

expenditure in the biennium of 1978/79 they should take into account a probable general rate of 

inflation in Switzerland of 4 to 57
0
 a year. There had been no agreement on the practical 

consequences which would differ for each Organization. A projection of the general rate of 

inflation was merely the starting point for estimating precise cost increases for specific 

items and was primarily of assistance in budgeting for post adjustments for the professional 

staff， since these dependend entirely on cost-of-living indices. In the case of general 
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service staff salaries account also had to be taken of the fact that in Switzerland salaries 

generally rose somewhat faster than prices. Furthermore, other costs were likely to increase 

faster than the general rate of inflation: for example, it was generally accepted that 

printing costs would rise by 10% in 1978. There had thus not been any official "decision" that 

cost increases in 1978 would be 8.99%; this figure was merely the outcome of iramunerable cal-

culations of expected increase in costs to be incurred in Switzerland and other parts of the 

world. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he fully shared Dr Venediktov
1

 s wish that the Health 

Assembly should be given all the figures it required to enable it to see clearly the progress 

which had been made towards implementing the resolutions on technical cooperation. The 

Programme Committee had decided to continue its discussion on criteria to define future activi-

ties and the relationship between direct and indirect technical cooperation. It would indeed 

be a great step forward to see all such activities within an overall concept of technical 

cooperation. For pragmatic purposes, certain activities had been identified as constituting 

technical cooperation and against that background he had proposed to the Programme Committee 

that by reducing headquarters establishment by 257o, it would be possible to meet the expec-

tations of the Health Assembly in full provided that the baseline of 1977 was accepted. He 

would be happy to produce figures to show the Health Assembly that such was the case. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 


